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“So, what’s the plan, Shaun?” 

“Call Mum, isolate Phil, don’t go round to Liz’s. The Winchester’s full of zombies, so watch 

Magnus on Chess24, get bored, play an online league match, have a nice cup of tea – and wait 

for all this to blow over! Howzat for a slice of fried lockdown?” 

The Plan from “Shaun of the Dead” (Remastered 2020 edition) 

 

 

Shaun of the Dead stars Nick Frost (left) and Simon Pegg (Photo: Wikicommons/Trent Clarke) 

 

The 2004 zombie rom-com film “Shaun of the Dead,” much beloved of slacker 

millennials, is one of my kids’ favourite films. Perhaps unwisely, I let them 

watch it far too soon in life (it was a 15, they were under 10) but in my 

defence we lived in Russia at the time, so I would argue that the British Board 

of Film Classification rules didn’t really apply. 

While I identified with Simon Pegg’s character’s inner struggle to upgrade his zombie life by 

killing a lot of undead pub gatecrashers and winning his girlfriend back, some nerdy film 

professors called “Shaun” a timely response to the Noughties post-9/11 angst about major 

catastrophes.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeJzHSxRq40


Yet other learned academics claim that if we’d taken this hilarious horror-comedy by Simon 

Pegg, Edgar Wright and Nick Frost even remotely seriously, we wouldn’t have ended up 

totally unprepared for the current global Coronavirus clustermollocking. 

‘Remove the Head or Destroy the Brain’ 

But hey ho. The chess world (like everyone else) ignored the clear warning signs in the 

prophetic “Three Flavours Cornetto” trilogy, despite Sergeant Nicholas Angel winning the 

Metropolitan Police’s blitz chess championship in “Hot Fuzz,” and Simon and Nick’s 

characters being given the chessy names Gary King and Andy Knightley in “The World’s 

End.” And here we are. 

These days we’re almost blasé about reading news headlines like “Russians Use Baking Soda 

to Cure Coronavirus,” “Woody Harrelson Blames 5G for Spreading Pandemic” and “Trump 

Sends In Zombie Army to Quell Anti-Mask Protests” – OK, maybe I made the last one up, but 

hey, watch next week’s news and perhaps it will have happened!  

So, we’re almost nostalgic when we see a newscaster on “Shaun of the Dead” calmly advise 

householders to “remove the head or destroy the brain.” Hey, at least in zombie rom-coms 

we could look the enemy in its glazed vacant eyes, get the cricket bat out and throw our 

entire Dire Straits vinyl collection at the problem. 

 

This town is going like a ghost town: The now-defunct Duke of Albany in South London was 

the location for ‘The Winchester’ showdown with the zombies (Photo: Wikicommons) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RAkY4R691E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RAkY4R691E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JERO2LQSKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JERO2LQSKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qHAOY7C1go
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qHAOY7C1go


 

Fighting a deadly foe carried in invisible air droplets is a more daunting task, both for the 

world at large and our little microcosm of the chess world. 

Just as the wider world faces the very real danger of new waves of the virus killing hundreds 

of thousands and crippling economic recovery, so the health risks posed by playing a 

traditional over-the-board chess game for hours at a stretch would seem to be hugely 

problematic. 

So, should organised chess simply shut up shop for the duration, watch Magnus Carlsen play 

online, have a nice cup of tea – and wait until it all blows over?  

We might have to do that, but if lockdowns and restrictions on public gatherings last until 

next year – or beyond, who knows – there might be precious little infrastructure left in the 

chess world if we rely purely on that strategy. The idea that we can simply wait it out, potter 

around in the garden for the summer, and then just return to our “normal” league season in 

September or a little later, is now increasingly far-fetched. 

Dangers of isolation in ‘chess lockdown’ 

And of course, the longer our “chess lockdown” continues, we should also acknowledge the 

very real risks to players’ mental health. As GM Danny Gormally observes wryly in his 

column for Chessbase.com, the frustration that tournament players feel at this time (not 

just restricted to professionals such as himself), combined with the problem of cheating 

online, mean that the novelty of playing online from home for hours on end (on chess-

playing platforms such as Lichess.org, chess.com and chess24.com) is already wearing a little 

thin with many of us. 

https://en.chessbase.com/post/daniel-gormally-take-on-lockdown-life
https://en.chessbase.com/post/daniel-gormally-take-on-lockdown-life
https://lichess.org/
https://chess.com/
https://chess24.com/


 

Danny Gormally’s column expressed the angst of many a frustrated chess professional 

(screenshot from Twitter.com) 

 

On the flip side of that coin, the relatively blunt anti-cheating tools deployed by various 

chess websites have left a growing number of players banned due to false positives (where 

the player did not cheat, but the websites’ computer algorithm judges they did, based on a 

combination of Z-scores, move timings and possibly suspicious behaviours from IP 

addresses). The mental anguish of being falsely banned is just as bad for those players as the 

pain felt by other players who suspect that someone cheated against them. 

(For more on these challenges, I can refer you to an excellent recent interview given to the 

ChessPit podcast by English FIDE Master and poker anti-cheating specialist Li Wu, a member 

of the Poker Stars Integrity Team, in which he urges chess organisations to put resources 

into webcams and screen monitoring as a way to drastically reduce online cheating.) 

As I talked about in my ECF Newsletter blog two months ago, the tensions over online 

cheating have the potential to spill over into OTB chess communities, and we should not let 

that happen. Understanding on all sides, and a human (not overly computerized) approach 

to the problem of cheating online, will be vital when we gather again over the board. 

https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hdWRpb2Jvb20uY29tL2NoYW5uZWxzLzUwMTc3NTQucnNz/episode/dGFnOmF1ZGlvYm9vbS5jb20sMjAyMC0wNy0zMDovcG9zdHMvNzY0NDY3Mw?hl=en-GB&ved=2ahUKEwiA7OuO2oLrAhVYSxUIHYE0A_oQieUEegQICxAE&ep=6
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hdWRpb2Jvb20uY29tL2NoYW5uZWxzLzUwMTc3NTQucnNz/episode/dGFnOmF1ZGlvYm9vbS5jb20sMjAyMC0wNy0zMDovcG9zdHMvNzY0NDY3Mw?hl=en-GB&ved=2ahUKEwiA7OuO2oLrAhVYSxUIHYE0A_oQieUEegQICxAE&ep=6


As we are all too aware, there are many players in our chess clubs who rely on us for a good 

deal of their social interaction and companionship. This makes it even more important for us 

to keep in regular contact with our chess friends, holding Zoom calls and social chess 

meetups (in local parks in good weather, for example), to help combat the danger of social 

isolation and depression in these difficult times. Even a little effort on our part could 

prevent the type of awful tragedy that I know from personal experience has struck recently 

in the chess community. 

In our chess club in Newcastle, we hold a weekly quiz night on Zoom to make sure that 

people stay in touch, while other clubs I know combine their weekly blitz and rapid 

tournaments online with a simultaneous Zoom call to make it a more sociable affair. 

Challenges of restarting OTB play 

 

Mickey Adams (left) plays David Anton Guijarro at Biel in July (Photo: Biel Chess Festival) 

 

One of the biggest challenges in restarting OTB chess is the situation facing pubs, social 

clubs, community centres and other chess venues we used to meet at. Are all of them just 

going to welcome us back with open arms? Well, no. Official risk assessment forms will have 

to be filled in, insurance taken out and increased hire fees paid before a lot of our 

traditional venues will even think of letting us back in. 

And then, when we do get back into indoor chess venues, what measures will we have to 

take to a) make everyone reasonably safe; and b) give players the confidence that it is safe 

to come back? 

Thankfully, there is some good news on the physical environment for playing OTB chess. In 

various countries (mostly with lower infection rates than England, I should say), careful 

experiments are under way in restarting OTB events and tournaments.  



The recently concluded Biel Chess Festival in Switzerland, where England No. 1 Mickey 

Adams played, tried a combination of face masks and Perspex screens between players, 

while the Irish Championships (taking place from August 1-9) has taken things a step further, 

offering players the option of using one or two boards per game in a questionnaire sent out 

before the event. In the 2-board option, players call out the moves to each other and move 

the pieces on their own board – the equivalent of when a visually impaired player uses a 

separate board.  

 

IM Sam Collins at the 2020 Irish Championships (Photo: Irish Chess Union)  

To inform and reassure players of the safety measures being taken, the Irish Chess Union 

went to the trouble of circulating a handy 2-minute safety information video, showing the 

dress rehearsal test it conducted a fortnight before the Championships started. The video 

can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/GwuZJsJ8XE8 

A further innovation was the addition of “clock extenders,” where metal rulers are attached 

to the DGT clocks, allowing players to press the clock at a safer social distance – certainly 

greater than a metre. 

Masks, Perspex & clock extenders 

I asked John McMorrow, the tournament organiser, whether players felt safe enough to 

play, and if the one-board option was as safe as the two-board solution. 

https://www.bielchessfestival.ch/Homepage.html
https://youtu.be/GwuZJsJ8XE8


“We’ve got four doctors playing this week, and all seem happy with the precautions taken,” 
he told me in an email, after the tournament had got under way. “The Perspex [screens 
fade] into the background very quickly. Masks were a trickier sell to begin with, but we've 
had full compliance so far and no complaints – I believe that this is the major guideline that 
should be followed – particularly by the governing bodies to set a good example. It is likely 
that this does more than distancing and Perspex [screens] as it stops droplets at source to a 
greater degree.” 
 
In fact, only three players (out of several dozen) chose the two-board solution, he said. 
 
“The 2-board option is just an additional protection for those who feel they should be extra 
safe… (one player who is 60+ chose this option, one who has elderly family to look after and 
another was preference),” John said. “The cost of those boards is more, as we needed to 
build the clock extenders – but it’s not a huge expense.”  
 

ECF guidelines on social distancing 

Two weeks ago, I was one of 47 participants in the English Chess Federation’s Finance 

Council meeting, which was held for the first time on Zoom. While the ECF is (for obvious 

reasons of lack of specialised scientific expertise) very wary about issuing its own 

independent health advice about the safety of OTB chess, one extremely positive thing that 

has emerged is a helpful set of ECF guidelines on social distancing for OTB chess – and a 

willingness to look at different models for restarting grassroots OTB chess in the coming 

months.  

While it seems unlikely that many of the biggest national events in the calendar can restart 

in their usual format for several months yet, a combination of online and OTB chess could 

show the way forward as we re-emerge tentatively towards competitive events. 

A place for hybrid events 

A key part of this solution could be found in what London Chess Conference director John 

Foley has termed “Hybrid Chess” – where the game is played online via computers or tablets 

from playing “hubs” supervised by arbiters or invigilators to ensure fair play.  

Put simply, this means you could have a large tournament (or national league, such as the 

4NCL) that takes place from up to several different venues. At the micro-level, in the case of 

local leagues, players could gather at their home venue and play the opposing team, 

gathering in their own venue.  

Even international events such as the Hastings Congress and the London Chess Classic could 

combine having some players taking part remotely, while others played OTB at the main 

venue using social distancing guidelines.  

(One chess federation that is leading the way in hybrid events is in Catalonia, where the 

Barcelona World E-Chess Open is planned for 21-30 August, combining play at the event’s 

usual main venue with hubs in other countries.)  

 

https://www.englishchess.org.uk/tournament-rules-social-distancing/
https://londonchessconference.com/
https://www.chesstech.org/2020/the-new-reality-comes-with-new/
https://barcelonachess.com/en/


 

The main venue of the Barcelona Open, which will be played this year as a hybrid event 

(Photo: Barcelonachess.com)  

 

The fair play arbiters (or independent invigilators in the case of local club matches) at each 

hub would look at players’ screens and ensure that no engines were used, and the fact that 

players would be in smaller “bubbles” would ensure that the risks of infection could be 

radically reduced. 

Adding that to the reduced risks from less travelling and staying at home rather than a 

hotel, and you could have a way for hybrid events to operate effectively while keeping costs 

down. 

Obviously, in this brave new world of social distancing, all these innovations will require 

experiments and testing to make sure they work. But it’s encouraging that chess players and 

organisers are using their ingenuity to try different solutions – and are sharing their 

experiences. 

No return to the ‘old normal’ 

It may be bold to say so, but I for one see no return to the “old normal” for the foreseeable 

future. Once we embrace that hard truth, we can go forward and find new ways that work.  

Magnus Carlsen’s Offerspill Chess Club in Norway is one example of the kind of combined 

OTB & online club that could emerge in the new, post-lockdown chess scene. The club was 

partly formed in 2019 as a way for the World Champion to promote a controversial 

sponsorship deal offered to the Norwegian Chess Federation by the Kindred Group, a 

gambling consortium, but since that deal fell through Offerspill has just got on with growing 

its membership, and has developed by leaps and bounds.  

https://english.offerspill.com/


Thanks to the profile Magnus gives the club, and some shrewd marketing, the club is now by 

some margin the biggest in Norway. While it’s based in Oslo, the club embraces more than 

1,000 members from around Norway and internationally, and combines physical meetups 

and OTB tournaments with a three-times-a-week online league, borrowing gamification 

ideas from e-sports to popularise chess among non-club players. The potential market is 

huge: It is estimated that 400,000 people in Norway have accounts on online playing 

platforms, compared with only 5,000 members of the Norwegian Chess Federation.  

Zombie chess nation? 

Many of England’s traditional OTB chess clubs have already taken steps in the same 

direction as Offerspill by jumping into online competitions, leagues and club nights. So far, 

this has mainly mobilised existing club members, but there is the potential for recruiting far 

many more online players who are not yet members of OTB clubs.  

The alternative – to effectively sit on our hands, and wait for the perfect conditions to 

magically appear so that we can go back to our “old normal” type of weekend tournaments 

and league gatherings – risks us turning into a real, not comedy, zombie chess nation.  

And I don’t know about you, but I don’t particularly want to be the one hunkered down in 

The Winchester pub with only a pint and some pork scratchings for company when the 

zombie horde outside calls time at the bar.  

 

The views in this blog are entirely the author’s own, and do not necessarily represent those 

of the English Chess Federation, the Zombie Research Society, or even the Zombie 

Appreciation Society (splitters!). 


